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“my speed in locating the correct code is 
increased by at least 5 times”
Judy B Breuker,  
CPC, CPMA, CCS-P, CDIP, CHC, CHCA, CEMC 
President, Medical Education Services, LLC

“TurboCoder is the platinum standard for 
coding software.”
Steve Verno, CMBSI, CHCSI, CEMCS,  
CMSCS, CPM-MCS

Imagine having  
ICD-10-CM on your 
phone or tablet! 
Code faster and more 
accurately and work  
offline with this  
NEW game-changing  
app for coders.

Now for the first time on your Android phone or tablet!
4	 Find codes faster - Guaranteed!

4	 Accurate search ensures practice revenues 

4	 Work offline for immediate response – you don’t 
need web access

4	 Replace bulky, slow and outdated books

4	 Easy-to-use – looks and feels just like the books 

4	 Spelling help and autocomplete 

4	 Compact for fast download, saving data and 
device storage 

4	 FREE perpetual licence, no ongoing subscription 
fees

4	 Always see exactly where you are, in context, 
just like the books

4	 Designed by coders for coders

4	 Built with over 15 years ICD experience

4	 ICD-9-CM TurboCoder also available - FREE!
 
Buy now from...



5 reasons why you should download the ICD-10-CM TurboCoder for Android today

4. Our unique compression technology 
gives you fast secure download, saving 
data and device storage

5. You can work offline, on your phone or 
tablet, anywhere, anytime you want!

TurboCoder is the foremost ICD digital reference tool used by Medical Coders,  
Health Information Managers, Clinicians and Health Researchers-including the  
World Health Organization for their ICD-10 publication for more than 12 years.

1. TurboCoder is the latest, most 
innovative ICD-10-CM app around

2. You can code more than five times 
faster than the books, say our users

3. Your coding will be accurate, reduce 
denials and maximize cashflow 
ensuring practice revenues

My ICD-10-CM on demand on my phone

Actual TurboCoder screen shots

See exactly 
where you are in 
the classification

Find what you 
are looking for 
– Guaranteed

Green dots show 
your search ‘hits’


